February 22, 2011 W. O. W. Kings…Worship is your Weapon of War
Some kings in this age hold the title “Worship Leader.” Almost half of you I
serve as an intercessor are active in the music industry, and much of this
today was birthed from a prayer time over just one of you. Most of the
things here will have personal implication for more than one, as several of
your notes to me have confirmed. Today I know I was spoken to personally
with what is here!
Glean what is for you, and pray over that which is for others as well.
Worship is Warfare! However, not all who lead in worship are musical. The
government of God is established on praise, and praise arises in various
ways and means and settings from His people.
Gideon was a worship leader in his own right and was able to pick
comrades who knew how to take a stance of worship as they went to war,
even though it did not make sense in the natural, and he had to wrestle
within himself to be obedient in the positions he was placed in.
Moses was a worship leader and not just when he was on the mountain top
or leading the nation of Israel, he led even the heathen to worship God due
to the exploits accomplished through his obedience, yet most of what is
recorded of his life he was found wrestling with those around him, for their
own good and for the welfare of many.
David was a musical worship leader before being anointed as king…and
grew in that role because of being king…and also led many others into
worship as well as to lead others in worship, even though he both wrestled
within and against himself, he went to many wars with others…and even as
recorded with God over the life of his son!
The anointings of Gideon, Moses and David are being released afresh and
prevailing in you who are leaders, you who were born to be kings in this
age.
The giving of time, skill, finance, affection and life are all means of worship.

Whether your voice is noted to be on key or off key, as you glorify God in
every aspect of your life, as you acknowledge that He is God and that He is
good, very good to you, that eternal Key of David unlocks and opens
venues for angelic activity that will impact the globe!
Scriptures-Visions- Words-Prayer Notes Judges 6 and 7 the anointing of
Gideon, Isaiah 30:29-32 the anointing of Moses, 1 Chronicles 16:23-31 the
anointing of David
****The anointing of Gideon over you
WORSHIP AS YOU WRESTLE WITHIN YOURSELF
Judges 6 and 7 the story of Gideon…READ FROM YOUR OWN BIBLE
As you take time personally to read and pray through Gideon‟s life,
especially how those he was to fight with were chosen, and what they did
as a unit united together, God will give you personal marching orders…and
March is right around the corner.
All those who knelt were disqualified! Those who lapped with their hand to
their mouth were chosen…the tongue hold life and death…Jesus is not as
religious as most in the church…there is nothing wrong with kneeling to
pray, but He is looking for those with their heads held high, their eyes to the
horizon and who keep their hand to their mouth to get the needed living
waters. After that because their thirst was satisfied, their hands were filled
as they went out. They could not grasp for anything else they saw
belonging to their enemies. They had empty pitchers in one hand holding a
torch…and in the other hand a trumpet to sound as a shout of victory.
The torches were in the left hand containing a live flame of fire within. The
flame of your life comes from your heart connect with Christ, of being alive
in that place of intimacy. We love because He first loved us. He desires you
to have and to keep first things first for the rest of your days.
The trumpet was in the right hand representing strength and anointing so
that what comes out of you will resound and lead to life and victory…victory
for others because of the victory in your life first.

Vision for those who are called like Gideon I saw a very tall man, like
exaggeratedly tall as if he were a clown in a circus who was wearing stilts,
but this man was truly this tall by design, nothing false added. He was also
very thin…like a pencil or stick or beanpole. He seemed to just want to be
invisible, to hide so no one would see him. He was not at all insecure or
downtrodden, and it was not false humility, he simply loved God and
wanted everyone to see Him and not look to the man at all. Actually as I
first looked his appearance was almost whitewashed. I could tell he had on
a patchwork jacket, and originally it was very deep with color, but it was
definitely dulled due to the passing of time, weathering various difficult
seasons and just being exposed to the elements. His shoulders were
definitely hunched over…
Word to Ponder in Prayer
Stand up. Take your stand, and stand tall. Yes I have seen your heart, your
desire, your passion for My glory. Heaven is aware of when you have let
others take credit for things accomplished through you. I understand. Your
awkwardness over the years as you grew in wisdom and stature and favor
with Me and man, was due to the envy and jealousy from others that
assaulted your every attempt. Yet I keep accurate records, and very few
are as confident to be alone with Me as you are. You have felt much sorrow
and wept with Me when others came just weeping for themselves…and I
do not mind that, but My son, you love much because you have been
forgiven much and even desired to share with Me in My sufferings.
Seasons change, and I am now inviting you to share with Me in My joy.
Human joy is part of your inheritance in this age, and I want to give you
everything simply because you have withheld nothing. You are washed and
you are holy. You live on your face before Me. Today I want you to lift up
your eyes and see what I have prepared for you, not just for the world
through you. Take all I have place inside you…you who have chosen the
narrow way, you who live on your knees before Me so that you can stand
and stand tall before man and not fall. You have blessed others…now
receive the blessing of the Lord! You no longer have to look for that
rainbow. You are My rainbow, My prism of promise, released today as I
stand in your behalf!

Prayer Notes for you.
AWAKENING IN THE VISION YOU HAD FORGOTTEN, INNER MIGHT, A
NEW PLACE TO REST, PEACE THAT SURPASSES UNDERSTANDING,
VALOR ARISING, NEW GLIMPSE OF AN OLD MEMORY OF DEFEAT,
ANGELIC ORACLE THAT WILL IMPACT THE REST OF YOUR DAYS,
SEEING PAST THE BARRICADE WITH ETERNAL PERSPECTIVE,
FAVOR UNMERITED, A NEW MEETING PLACE, DORMANT SEEDS
SPROUTING WITH MUCH FRUIT, UNEXPECTED NEW LIFE PLANNED
BEFORE THE EARTH WAS FORMED, A DREAM COME TRUE, TAKING
A NEW STANCE, A SINCERE NOTE OF GRATITUDE, THE SOUL TIES
OF A PLACE OF FAILURE REMOVED, A STIRRING IN EUROPE YOU
MUST PLUMBLINE, MAKING SPECIAL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS, AN
EVENING AT THE OPERA TO REMEMBER, HOSTING A SPECIAL
SUMMIT THAT WILL CONFIRM YOUR DESIRE FOR THIS FALL,
UNDERSTANDING WHEN LESS IS MORE AND WHEN LESS REALLY
IS LESS, RECOMPENSE FROM AUGUST 2009, A BREACHED IN THE
PROMISE LEADING TO FULFILLMENT OF MANY OTHERS, PUTTING
A SPECIAL TEAM TOGETHER, UNDERSTANDING THAT HARNESSED
POWER…AND WHAT TO DO WITH IT, A NEW PARADIGM OVER THE
LEGATIONS ABOUT 8 YEARS OLD…IT IS TIME FOR THAT RELEASE!
****The anointing of Moses over you
WORSHIP AS YOU WRESTLE OVER THE LIVES OF OTHERS
Isaiah 30:29-32 you will have songs as in the night when you keep the
festival, and gladness of heart as when one marches to the sound of the
flute, to go to the mountain of the LORD, to the Rock of Israel. And the
LORD will cause His voice of authority to be heard, And the descending of
His arm to be seen in fierce anger, and in the flame of a consuming fire in
cloudburst, downpour and hailstones. For at the voice of the LORD Assyria
will be terrified, when He strikes with the rod. And every blow of the rod of
punishment, which the LORD will lay on him, will be with the music of
tambourines and lyres; and in battles, brandishing weapons, He will fight
them.

Vision for those who are called like Moses
I saw this river that was dark and winding and going deep into a jungle. I
know some who live along the Amazon and although I have never been
there yet, there is an astonishing beauty and distinction and of dignity of life
made evident where the construction teams of man have not yet invaded.
It was just before the dawn…and we all know it is darkest in those twilight
hours. This sense was almost as if the moon and sun were at battle for the
dominion over this man…but in this age, both are required for growth of all
mankind.
I realized there was this little boat on the river…it was definitely handmade
and actually not very water-tight…and its owner was dogpaddling beside it,
hanging on as if to keep it afloat!
As the dawn first ray broken through the heavens, his hand was struck as if
with lightning and he let go, stood up and realized the water only came up
to his knees…he let out a deep belly laugh, and picked up the boat with his
left hand, reached over with his right hand to grasp it overhead with both
hands…and it became a golden rod, shaped like a shepherds staff!
Word to Ponder in Prayer
Oh My beloved son, you too need to take your stand…stand up even now.
This day, this very day, this is the day you have been preparing for, and
even without knowledge of all the details, longed and waited for all your life.
Each season has had meaning and been training ground, for the one you
are about to enter.
The river of Life has been your escort…living waters have carried and kept
you even when you thought you might sink, and even when they appeared
to run dry.
You break the back of the enemy with your song, your praise and
thanksgiving even through the tears resounding through the heavens.

Moses thought he needed others to speak for him, and so have you at
times. Moses also spoke rashly and not from My heart that caused him to
miss out on the desire of his heart.
I assure you that is not your lot in this age. The promise you have set your
sight on is real, is yours and it is time to go and claim that which I have
allotted to you.
You are going to take many with you. Many will see and fear and put their
trust in Me because you have.
The land of promise has boundaries beyond what you have yet seen…get
ready, get ready for more than you have asked or imagined!
Prayer Notes for you.
THAT CLOAK OF SHAME AND HUMILIATION REMOVED BY THE
VERY FINGER OF GOD, AN OLD ACCOMPLISHMENT HIGHLIGHTED
IN AN UNEXPECTED SETTING, FREEDOM FROM MISPLACED
FOCUS, SOME NEW LYRICS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT, A
COMPOSITION FROM 2007 TO PULL OUT, EXTENSION OF THAT
LEASE THOUGHT IMPOSSIBLE 6 MONTHS AGO, NEW LOTS VISION
AND CONFIRMATION, HOPE FOR ONE WHO IS OLDER AND IN A
VERY DIFFICULT TIME OF TRANSITION, WISDOM AND REVELATION
FOR A SPECIAL PROJECT, A NEW STARTING LINE-UP, A CHANGE
IN THE BOUNDARY LINES, AN EARLY MORNING ENCOUNTER
THROUGH CLEANSING TEARS, WRITING SOMETHING TIMELY ON
THAT WHITE BOARD, A QUESTION THAT IS THE ANSWER YOU
HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR, A NEW MARKETING PROGRAM,
BUILDING TO LAST, TAKING A NEEDED STANCE IN A SMALL
GROUP SETTING THAT WILL HAVE ONGOING IMPACT,
CONFIRMATION FROM AN UNEXPECTED SOURCE, A REASON TO
SMILE FIRST THING IN THE MORNING, MAKING SOME FUN PLANS
FOR ANOTHER, A REALLY SPECIAL GIFT IN HAND, A NEW STRETCH
OF TERRITORY GRANTED TO YOUR CARE, UNDERSTANDING THE
WORD THAT CAME IN MAY,

****The anointing of David over you
WORSHIP AS YOU WRESTLE WITH ME
1 Chronicles 16:23-31 Sing to the LORD, all the earth; Proclaim good
tidings of His salvation from day to day. Tell of His glory among the
nations, His wonderful deeds among all the peoples. For great is the
LORD, and greatly to be praised; He also is to be feared above all gods.
For all the gods of the peoples are idols, but the LORD made the heavens!
Splendor and majesty are before Him, Strength and joy are in His place.
Ascribe to the LORD, O families of the peoples, ascribe to the LORD, glory
and strength. Ascribe to the LORD the glory due His name; bring an
offering, and come before Him; Worship the LORD in holy array. Tremble
before Him, all the earth; Indeed, the world is firmly established, it will not
be moved. Let the heavens be glad, and let the earth rejoice; and let them
say among the nations, "The LORD reigns."
Vision for those who are called like David
You were the Master of Ceremonies for this parade…I did not know the
name of it, and could see neither the beginning nor the end. There were
definitely 4 different segments to this parade…representing the four
seasons of the year, and the part I was watching was the transition from
summer to fall. You had a very BIG megaphone to broadcast each float
and the „company‟ they were representing, and this last one from the
summer section had actually not conformed to the guidelines and you were
apologizing to everyone for the embarrassment of the committee and the
mistake of allowing them to participate. Suddenly all that was
overshadowed as the first one from fall appeared on the scene. It was a
breath-taking depiction of Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane with a huge
cross at the very back of the float casting its shadow over Jesus kneeling,
and it appeared He had a crown on the way the shadows from the cross fell
over Him. See the cross was actually a live apple tree. Its roots were safe
and secure in a golden bucket and its limbs full of fruit still needing to be
harvested moved with grace and caused its shade to cascade its beauty
over everything in its path as its gentle rhythm seemed to grant life to each

one it touched. This float moved along at a regal and steady pace. You
were silent just watching the beauty of it all as all the effects of that anger
and confusion of what had upset you just a little while before was removed.
Finally you held the megaphone up and you began to sing, “Oh come let us
adore Him” as all who were lined up and watching the broadcast joined in!
Word to Ponder in Prayer
You see clearly. You are a lover of truth. You abhor falsehood and
pretense and deceit in every form. You have weathered many seasons and
their various effects. You have been able to find Christ in every setting. You
love order and appreciate those who can create and maintain it, because
you seem so aware of havoc and disruption when it is about to happen.
When it comes, with all that has been entrusted to you, at times you even
cause some yourself. You long to see everything wrong is made right and
have stepped over some well polished toes in making your attempts. The
reality of all you see is your zeal and your abandonment to see it come to
pass is backed by heaven. It is not an embarrassment to God and even
when expressed without knowledge or clear perspective. You have not
hindered anything God has asked or assigned to you. You have dared to
challenge My wisdom in some unexpected events, but I assure you the
time will come when all the wrong things will be made right. You have
chosen the good part in trusting Me even when others around you tried to
pull you away. Keep your sight set on Me. You have found newness of life
in the shade I have provided from the scorching elements of past seasons.
That which occurred really did happen, and some of it cannot be undone,
but I assure you, everything, everything is working for your good and for My
glory. I am glorified in you, and as you worship and praise me for that which
appears impossible to you, I assure you that very thing will occur. Nothing
is impossible with me. The suddenly of God is upon you and with one
glance, everything has been put in proper perspective. All that is required
of you in the year ahead is to worship…as you do, from that place, you will
come to life like never before, and everyone your life touches will join in the
celebration and rejoice with you. This fall has been marked on the calendar
of heaven, for you.

Prayer Notes for you.
UNDERSTANDING THE BLESSING OF THAT CLOSED DOOR THIS
PAST SUMMER, A NEW ABANDONMENT IN JUST WANTING TO
STOP, A DIFFERENT WAY OF BEGINNING, A NEW ORDER BEING
PLACED, A REAL REEL DEVELOPMENT, A DIFFERENT TYPE OF
SCORE THAT WILL IMPACT SEVERAL PEOPLE GROUPS, MAKING
AN ANNOUNCEMENT LIKE NEVER BEFORE, TAKING A NEEDED
WALK ALONE, GOING OUTSIDE THE SET BOUNDARY WITH JOY,
FINDING WHAT YOU WERE NOT LOOKING FOR, AWARE OF
MOVEMENTS WITHIN YOU HAVE NEVER EXPERIENCED BEFORE, A
SPECIAL DATE PICKED, A WELL POLISHED ITEM, WELL-OILED
COMPONENTS IN PLACE, DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW SKILL,
GETTING OUT OF THAT REVOLVING DOOR, A SUBTITLE THAT WILL
IMPACT YOUR DAY, A NEW GLIMPSE OF WONDER, A PAGE ON
THAT CLIPBOARD TO PULL OUT, A HOLY TREMBLING IN WONDER,
FINDING THE MORE EXCELLENT WAY, A CANNONBALL EFFECT
ONE AFTERNOON THAT WILL IMPACT EVERYTHING, OPENING OF
AN OLD WINDOW, WALKING DOWN A PATH YOU HAVE NOT FOR A
LONG TIME, PUSHING PAST THE DEADLINE…JUST IN TIME,
SYNCHRONIZING BY THE HAND OF GOD, A LITERALLY ‘BRILLIANT’
IDEA, ONE WITH A GRAMMY AWARD COMING TO YOUR HOUSE,
PEACE OVER THOSE TEST RESULTS, SINGING IN SINGAPORE
AGAIN, ANOTHER INTERPRETATION WITH IMPACT, SOMETHING
LOST IN YOUR TRAVELS BEING RETURNED, AN OLD DREAM
REOCCURRING TO TAKE NOTE OF, A SIGNIFICANT CLIENT HAVING
A CHANGE OF HEART…WAIT AND YOU WILL SEE IT TURNED TO
YOUR FAVOR, A CHANGE IN THE THUMBNAILS YOU WILL LIKE, A
NEW DRAFT TO REVIEW, A COMMISSIONING THAT WILL IMPACT
YOUR HEART, MAKING ARRANGEMENTS FOR ANOTHER THAT WILL
BLESS YOUR HEART, SEIZING THE MOMENT WITH ETERNAL
PERSPECTIVE, MOVING A SCHEDULED MEETING TO A NEW TIME
AND PLACE AND THEME! A DIAGRAM NEEDING A CHANGE IN THE
MEASUREMENTS, RIDE IN A SMALL VEHICLE WHERE YOU WILL
NOTE ANGELS ARE ON ASSIGNMENT WITH YOU,

